In [6] Messmer and Wood proved quantifier elimination for separably closed fields of finite Ershov invariant e equipped with a (certain) Hasse derivation. We propose a variant of their theory, using a sequence of e commuting Hasse derivations. In contrast to [6] our Hasse derivations are iterative.
Introduction
We fix for the rest of the paper a natural number e and a prime p.
The following notion was introduced by Okugawa in [7] : A D-field is a pair (K, D), where K is a field of characteristic p and D = (D 1 , . . . , D e ) is a sequence of commuting Hasse derivations on K. The field of constants 2 C consists of those elements of K on which all derivations D i,1 (i = 1, . . . , e) vanish. Clearly
Definition. Let L e be the natural language for D-fields, which contains symbols {0, 1, +, −, ·} for the field operations and unary function symbols D i,n (i ∈ {1, . . . , e}, n ∈ N). We denote by SCH p,e the L e -theory of all separably closed, strict D-fields which have degree of imperfection e. 3 The aim of this article is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Our theory is a variant of the theory given by M. Messmer and C. Wood in [6] , where a single, non-iterative Hasse derivation was used. For e = 1 our two approaches coincide and Theorem 1.1 was proved (slightly differently) in [6] . 4 We will prove the theorem in Section 3. The main algebraic ingredient is the amalgamation property of the class of D-fields, which we prove in Section 2, Proposition 2.6. In Section 4 we give an alternative proof for quantifier elimination.
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Amalgamation
We will prove in this section that the class of D-fields has the amalgamation property: Any two extensions of a D-field K can be jointly embedded in a third extension of K. By reordering D we may assume that C is the irredundant intersection of the first f of the C i . So the B i = C 1 ∩ · · · ∩ C i form a properly descending sequence 
. It can easily be proved by a standard argument that a sequence x 1 , . . . , x N is linearly independent over C iff the matrix (θ α (x β )) has rank N (see [7, Proposition 5.1] 
e , which proves the second part.
Lemma 2.3. Let (K, D) be a D-field and F a field extension of K. Assume that K and F have a common p-basis. Then D extends uniquely to a sequence E of commuting Hasse derivations on
In the special case that F is a separably algebraic extension of K the Lemma is due to F.K. Schmidt ( [2] ) for e = 1 and to Okugawa ([7, Proposition 2.8]) for arbitrary e. We will deduce the general case from a theorem of Matsumara.
Proof. For a single Hasse derivation the lemma follows from the fact that field extensions with a common p-basis are 0-tale , see [3, 26.7 and 27.2] . So, if E is a sequence of Hasse derivations of F which extends D, it remains to show that the E i commute. Let us prove that E 1 and E 2 commute, i.e. that E 1,i and E 2,j commute for all i, j, by induction on i + j. Fix m and n and assume that E 1,i and E 2,j commute for all i + j < m + n. It is easy to check (use (1.2)) that then E 1,m E 2,n − E 2,n E 1,m is a derivation. Since D 1 and D 2 commute, this derivation vanishes on K and therefore also on F .
The uniqueness stated in the Lemma follows also from the following recursive formula, which shows that D can be computed from its values on a basis 5 of F/F p : Let D be any Hasse derivation. Then (2.2) below implies for r < p that
which is a purely inseparable extension of K.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary Hasse derivation D. We note first that (1.2) implies
is a Hasse derivation on the constant field of D 1 .
6
Let C be the constant field of (K, D). Since the
2). We repeat this process and get an infinite sequence of purely inseparable extensions. The union of this sequence is K strict .
Note that K strict is separably closed if K is separably closed. The following statements are easy to check (cf. [4] ):
• If V and W are D-modules over K, the tensor product V ⊗ K W becomes a D-module by the definition
• If R and S are D-algebras over K, their tensor product is also a D-algebra. , so we may assume that K is separably closed and strict. We may also assume that F and L are situated in a common extension field and are algebraically independent over K. By Corollary 2.2 F is a separable extension of K and therefore a regular extension, since K is separably closed. This implies that F and L are linearly independent over K and that we can extend the D-structure of F and L to F L.
Proof of the Theorem

Quantifier elimination and completeness
To prove that SCH p,e has quantifier elimination, we have to show that the following is true: If F and L are models of SCH p,e with a common substructure R, we can embed F over R in an elementary extension of L. Let K be the quotient field of R in F and K the copy of K in L.
For all Hasse derivations D we have the recursion formula
This shows that K and K are D-subfields of F and L and are, over R, isomorphic as D-fields. So we can assume that R = K.
By amalgamation we find a D-field F which extends F and L. We may assume that F is strict. By Corollary 2.2 F is a separable extension of L. Since L is separably closed, we can embed 
Every D-field is contained in a model
Let F be a D-field and L be any model of SCH p,e . (We will see below that SCH p,e is consistent.). By the proof of quantifier elimination we can embed F (over F p ) in an elementary extension of L.
Every separably closed field with degree of imperfection e can be expanded to model
Let F be a separably closed field of imperfection degree e. Let b 1 , . . . , b e be a p-basis of F . Then the b i are algebraically independent over F p and form a pbasis of K = F p (b 1 , . . . , b e ) . Define a sequence of commuting Hasse derivations on K by
or, equivalently, by
It is easy to check, and well-known, that this definition turns K into a strict D-field (see [7, Section I.1] 
Remarks Stability and elimination of imaginaries
Using the methods of [1] and [6] it is easy to prove that SCH p,e is stable and has elimination of imaginaries. Let me also indicate why SCH p,e has elimination of imaginaries, following [5] . One notes first, that, working in fields, it suffices to show that SCH p,e has weak elimination of imaginaries (see [ 
